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Association with white nationalism and
reluctance to criticise Charlottesville
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Economy Boost   - most indicators including 
unemployment rate, house prices,
consumer borrowing and retail spending
are positive since Trump took office. 

Wall St.  - The Dow Jones grew significantly
this year amid corporate positivity around
the Trump presidency. 

Ran things his way  - He has shown himself to be
entirely independent in his administration and,
in this, he has lived up to his campaign promises.

Solidified his base  - His core supporters have
solidified over the year and see Trump as
delivering what he set out to do.

Become a rogue nation in terms of Paris  Climate
Agreement  - Has made the US an outlier in
international politics by pulling out of the Paris
Climate  Agreement unilaterally.

Mueller investigation into collusion with Russia 
continues to gain momentum  - Robert Mueller’s FBI
investigation continues to interview close Trump
team people and has already arrested former
campaign manager Paul Manafort. The net tightens.

Few legislative wins  - Despite a Republican
majority in Congress Trump has not managed
to pass any serious legislative wins which is
undermining his credibility. 

Approval ratings  - With approval ratings
in the very low 30’s Trump has reached
unprecedented lows for a first year in office.

Pardoning Joe Arpaio  - Disgraced former
Arizona Sheriff Joe Arpaio was granted a
pardon to his criminal record by Trump,
much to the disgust of human rights activists.

Response to crises  - Rarely handled well, Trump’s
response to crises from Puerto Rico to the New York
pavement attack have been poorly received.

Picking fights  - Take your pick, from the petty
squabbling with the Mayor of Puerto Rico,
to the posturing over the NFL and ‘taking the
knee’, to the terrifying war of words with
‘Little Rocket Man’, Kim Jong Il.

“You had a group on one side that was bad, and you
had a group on the other side that was also very
violent, and nobody wants to say that, but I’ll say it
right now”.

Trump’s reluctance to criticise the atrocities that
occurred  in Charlottesville only reinforced many
white supremacists beliefs that Trump supports them.


